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it is impossible to establish its priority to the Essene com-
munity. Secondly, it is difficult to see how an institution,
intelligible only against a background of Greek culture, could
ever have been transported to and taken root in Palestinian
soil.1 Again, certain scholars of note have taken the view that
only a foreign influence acting directly upon Palestinian Judaism
could have given rise to the Essene movement, and it is in the
Greek world that resemblances have usually been sought. The
suggestion here is that Essenism might have been produced
simply by the " synthetic " influence of Hellenistic Judaism,
and might be a kind of reaction on the part of the country's
higher elements to the influence of Jewish communities living
on Greek soil. It is in this sense, for instance, that Friedlander 2
understands the matter when he writes that the Synagogue of
the Essenes was the " beloved daughter of the Synagogue of the
Diaspora" In point of fact, however, this view assumes a
total misunderstanding of the way in which such a reaction
might work and of the results it might produce, and it involves
the further objection that we have no texts by which to deter-
mine with certainty the antecedent conditions in the Synagogues
of the Dispersion.
Such light as Philo casts upon some aspects of Alexandrian
Jewish thought scarcely illumines for us the life of all Jewish
centres of the Diaspora. Moreover, how can we explain the
fact that this Judaized Hellenism, transported into Judah,
should have so spontaneously " pushed ahead," in the philo-
sophic sense, as Friedlander maintains it did ?
In view of this objection, it becomes necessary to seek an
influence at once less complex and more precise. Following
Josephus, who actually identifies their mode of life w^ith that
of the Pythagoreans,3 the attempt has been made to prove
that the essential customs and beliefs of the Essenes derived
directly either from Pythagoreanism, or from Orphism, or from
both, at a time when they were apparently fused together.
Scholars of repute, such as Dollinger, Zeller, Schiirer, Dietrich,
Pfleiderer and Legge, have, from different points of view and for
different reasons, each maintained this view.4 In recent years
it has been vigorously upheld by M. Isidore Levy, who has
striven to show 5 that all the seemingly essential elements of
1 CCLXVI, i, 138.	^ * CCLVni, 60 ff.
3	Ant., xv, 10, 4 : Fevo$ 6s tqvt* icrcl dtohfl  %ocb{ievov rfj nag   aE/J,rjaw
v?to IIvSayoQQv xcccadedeiyp&rri.
4	LXXV, toe. tit.;  Bellinger,, Heidenthum und Judenthum, Ratisbon,
1857, 755 ff. ;   CCLXXVT, i, 155;   CGLXXVII, 369 and n. 10.
5	CCLXXVII, 268 ff.;  Cumont, Esseniens et Pythagoriciens, in Conies
rendus de L'Acad. des Inseript., April-June, 1930, 99j(f.

